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ATLANTIC PLYWOOD CORPORATION SIGNS ON AS DISTRIBUTOR OF
NEXABOND 2500 INSTANT WOOD ADHESIVE
CINCINNATI, OH, May 15, 2013 - Bioformix, Inc., the manufacturer of Nexabond™ 2500
Instant Wood Adhesive, has announced its newest distributor relationship with Atlantic
Plywood Corporation, a leading wholesale supplier of hardwood plywood and panel
products on the East Coast. Atlantic Plywood will offer the revolutionary Nexabond
product to its cabinetry and millwork customers located throughout New England.
Introduced in 2012, Nexabond 2500 Instant Wood Adhesives address many of the
drawbacks of conventional, water-based carpentry glues. Because they’re water and
solvent-free, Nexabond products don’t require long drying, curing and assembly times.
They achieve high strength in minutes, while providing plenty of flexibility in set-up. They
also accept most stains and finishes, reducing sanding time and expense, and they work
with all wood species and in the most extreme production environments.
“Atlantic Plywood has a rich history of offering high quality materials to customers
throughout the East Coast and we are very happy to welcome them into the Bioformix
family," said Bioformix founder, president and CEO, Adam Malofsky. “We are extremely
excited to be supplying them with our Nexabond 2500 Instant Wood Adhesive.”
"Expanding our product line-up to include an industry leader like Bioformix reinforces our
goal of providing our customers with the most innovative products and premier brands,”
said Marty Wojick, Vice President of Atlantic Plywood. “We are confident our customers
will be impressed with the dramatic results offered by a ground-breaking product like
Nexabond Adhesive.”
Atlantic Plywood will carry all sizes of Nexabond 2500 Instant Wood Adhesive at their 11
locations throughout New England.
About ATLANTIC PLYWOOD
Founded in 1974, Atlantic Plywood Corporation is the leading wholesale supplier of quality
hardwood plywood and panel products on the East Coast. Atlantic Plywood provides an
unparalleled selection of plywood, surfacing, finishing, and hardware products to a variety of
woodworking industries including proprietary products such as Versawall, Redilam and Atlantic
Beadboard. Atlantic strives to provide large and small woodworkers with service, inventory, and
knowledge from one source at a competitive price. Atlantic Plywood is dedicated to expanding the
selection and services while utilizing the latest technologies to deliver the best in customer
service. For more information, visit the company's web site at www.atlanticplywood.com.

About BIOFORMIX, INC.
Founded in 2009 by president and CEO Adam Malofsky and his father, Bernard Malofsky, PHD,
Bioformix, Inc. was formed to commercialize energy efficient, high-performance, sustainable
monomers, resins and polymers. Venture capital backed by over $500 billion in revenue
companies, Bioformix will transform energy consumption in polymer based manufacturing,
decorating and assembly. The company is currently best known for its revolutionary Nexabond™
2500 Instant Wood Adhesive, a quick curing, water-free, super durable, instant wood adhesive
that allows for a 75% reduction in cabinet assembly times. For more information, visit
www.bioformix.com.
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